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Flexible Pilot Contamination Mitigation with
Doppler PSD Alignment
Xiliang Luo and Xiaoyu Zhang
Abstract—Pilot contamination in the uplink (UL) can severely
degrade the channel estimation quality at the base station (BS)
in a massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system. Thus,
it is critical to explore all possible avenues to enable more
orthogonal resources for the users to transmit non-interfering
UL pilots. In conventional designs, pilot orthogonality typically
assumes constant channel gains over time, which limits the
amount of orthogonal resources in the case of time-selective
channels. To circumvent this constraint, in this paper, we show
how to enable orthogonal multiplexing of pilots in the case of
Doppler fading by aligning the power spectrum densities (PSD)
of different users. From the derived PSD aligning rules, we
can see multiple users can be sounded simultaneously without
creating/suffering pilot contamination even when these users are
experiencing time-varying channels. Furthermore, we provide
analytical formulas characterizing the channel estimation mean
square error (MSE) performance. Computer simulations further
confirm us the PSD alignment can serve as one important
decontamination mechanism for the UL pilots in massive MIMO.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, Pilot Contamination, Doppler,
Power Spectrum Density, PSD
I. INTRODUCTION
By deploying a large number of antennas at the base station
(BS), massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) will be
able to bring significant spectral efficiency gains. It has been
regarded as one of the key enabling technologies for the next
generation wireless communications [1]–[4]. To ensure best
channel estimation quality, it is desirable to allocate orthogonal
uplink (UL) pilot sequences to different users so that the pilot
transmissions do not interfere with each other. But within a
limited time period and a limited bandwidth, there are only a
limited number of orthogonal pilot sequences. As the number
of users becomes large, non-orthogonal pilot sequences need to
be re-used by the users served by different BSs, which leads to
the so-called pilot contamination [1], [3]. Pilot contamination
is one severe limiting factor in multi-cell massive MIMO
systems.
Various approaches have been proposed to alleviate the
pilot contamination issue in massive MIMO. Recent works
include [5]–[15]. By staggering the UL transmission timeline
of different cells, the time-shifted pilots were proposed in [5]
to mitigate the pilot contamination and were further analyzed
in [6]. In [7]–[10], pilot decontamination was achieved by
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utilizing the fact that users with non-overlapping angles of
arrival (AoA) enjoy asymptotic orthogonal covariance matri-
ces. Phase shift pilots were exploited for channel acquisition
in massive MIMO systems employing orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) [11] and to mitigate the pilot
contamination by aligning the channel power distributions in
the delay-angle domain [12]. Blind methods were proposed
in [13], [14] and the pilot contamination effect was shown
to diminish as the data length grew. In [15], to multiplex
more orthogonal pilots without losing the dimensionality for
data transmission, superimposed pilots [16] were proposed for
massive MIMO where pilots were sent together with data.
However, constant channels were assumed in [15] to ensure
enough processing gain during channel estimation to combat
the data interference. In fact, constant channel gains over time
are typically assumed in conventional pilot (de)contamination
studies [1], [3], [17].
In this paper, we explore a new avenue to enable or-
thogonality among users’ UL pilots even when the users’
channels are time-varying. We demonstrate that orthogonal
multiplexing of pilots in the case of Doppler fading can be
achieved by aligning the Doppler power spectrum densities
(PSD) of different users judiciously. Furthermore, the proposed
PSD alignment enables flexible mitigation of time-varying
inter-cell pilot contamination. Meanwhile, we are also able to
characterize the channel estimation mean square error (MSE)
performance analytically with the Doppler PSDs.
Notations: Diag{· · · } denotes the diagonal matrix with
diagonal elements defined inside the curly brackets. A(i, j)
refers to the (i, j)th entry of matrix A and a(i) stands for
the i-th entry of the vector a. I denotes the identity matrix.
E[·], Tr(·), (·)†, (·)T , and (·)∗ represent expectation, matrix
trace, Hermitian operation, transpose, and conjugate operation
respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ORTHOGONALITY CONDITIONS
In a typical massive MIMO system, each BS is equipped
with M antennas and K single-antenna users1 send UL
pilots simultaneously. Assuming a narrow-band channel, e.g.
a particular subcarrier in the case of OFDM transmission,
we can have the following system model in the UL over P
successive pilot slots at one particular BS:
ym =
K∑
k=1
√
ρkXkhk,m +wm, (1)
1These K users include all the users served by all the BSs.
2where ym ∈ CP stands for the received signal vector at the
mth antenna of the BS over P pilot slots, ρk denotes the
transmitted power from user-k, Xk = Diag{xk(0), ..., xk(P −
1)} contains the transmitted pilots within the successive P
pilot slots from the kth user, hk,m = [hk,m(0), ..., hk,m(P −
1)]T represents the channel vector from user-k to the mth
antenna at the BS over the P time slots, and wm ∈ CP stands
for the additive receiver noise. Here, we make the following
assumptions:
• AS1: The channel samples: {hk,m(n)} form a unit-power
Gaussian stationary process with the autocorrelation func-
tion defined as2: rk(v) := E[hk,m(l)hk,m(l + v)∗]. Let
Rk := E[hk,mh
†
k,m] denote the covariance of the channel
vector hk,m. We have Rk(l, l′) = rk(l′ − l). Meanwhile,
the channels from different users are assumed indepen-
dent to each other, i.e. E[hk,mh†g,m] = Rkδ(k − g);
• AS2: The receiver noise wm is zero mean and cir-
cularly symmetric Gaussian with covariance matrix:
E[wmw
†
m] = σ
2IP ;
• AS3: The pilot sequence Xk enjoys constant unit mod-
ulus, i.e. XkX†k = I.
According to (1), we can readily obtain the MMSE estimate
of user-k’s channel as follows:
hˆk,m = E[hk,my
†
m]
(
E[ymy
†
m]
)−1
ym
=
√
ρkRkX
†
k·
σ2I + ρkXkRkX†k + K∑
g=1,g 6=k
ρgXgRgX
†
g

−1 ym.
(2)
The covariance of the channel estimation error: ǫ := hk,m −
hˆk,m can be expressed as follows:
E[ǫǫ†] = Rk − ρkRkX†k·
σ2I + ρkXkRkX†k + K∑
g=1,g 6=k
ρgXgRgX
†
g

−1XkRk
= Rk − ρkRk
(
σ2I + ρkRk +∆
)−1
Rk,
(3)
where
∆ :=
K∑
g=1,g 6=k
ρgX
†
kXgRgX
†
gXk
contains the interference from other users’ pilots. In the
absence of those interference terms, the corresponding channel
estimation MSE is
E[ǫ0ǫ
†
0] = Rk − ρkRk
(
σ2I + ρkRk
)−1
Rk. (4)
In order to obtain the interference-free MSE performance as
shown in (4), we can establish the following proposition:
Proposition 1:Under AS1∼3, the interference-free channel
estimation performance in (4) is achieved when the pilot
sequences of unit modulus satisfy the following orthogonality
conditions:
RkPk,gRgP
†
k,g = 0, ∀g 6= k, (5)
2Since PSD is the Fourier transform of rk(v), we are assuming the same
PSD for different receive antennas.
where Pk,g =X†kXg.
Conventional orthogonal designs of the pilot sequences
assume that the channel remains constant over the P time
slots containing UL pilots, where we have Rk = 1 · 1†
and 1 := [1, ..., 1]T . Thus, the orthogonality condition in (5)
naturally becomes: ∀g 6= k,
1 · 1†Pk,g1 · 1†P †k,g = (1†Pk,g1)1 · 1†P †k,g
= Tr(Pk,g)1 · 1†P †k,g = 0
⇔ Tr(Pk,g) = 0.
(6)
It can be easily seen that the above result simply informs
us that the pilot sequences should be designed such that the
inner product between each pair is zero. Although enjoying
simplicity, the underlying assumption of a constant channel
across the P time slots severely limits the multiplexing ca-
pability of the conventional orthogonal designs in the case
of Doppler, when the channel can be regarded constant only
within a small portion of the channel coherence time [18]. In
the following sections, we will address the orthogonal designs
in the presence of Doppler shifts.
III. ORTHOGONAL DESIGNS VIA PSD ALIGNING
As P gets large, we can approximate Rk by a circulant
matrix Ck, whose first column is defined as follows [19], [20]:
Ck(:, 1) =


rk(0)
rk(−1) + rk(P − 1)
rk(−2) + rk(P − 2)
.
.
.
rk(−P + 1) + rk(1)

 . (7)
The eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of Ck can be expressed
as Ck = F
†
ΛkF , where F is the unitary P -point FFT matrix
and Λk contains the eigenvalues. To achieve orthogonality
between the UL pilots from different users in the presence
of Doppler shifts, the unit modulus pilot sequences need to
satisfy the condition specified in (5). By approximating Rk
with Ck, we can rewrite the condition in (5) as
RkPk,gRgP
†
k,g ≈ F †ΛkFPk,gF †ΛgFP †k,g
= F †ΛkΘk,gΛgΘ
†
k,gF = 0,
(8)
where Θk,g := FPk,gF †. According to (8), the following
requirement on the pilot sequences can be established:
Proposition 2:Under AS1∼3, as the length of the channel
observations: P becomes large, the UL pilots between user-
k and user-g at each receive antenna at the BS become
orthogonal when the following condition is met:
ΛkΘk,gΛgΘ
†
k,g = 0. (9)
Motivated by the structure of Θk,g = FPk,gF † in (9), we
consider the following FFT pilot sequences:
Xk = Diag
{
1, ej
2piτk
P , ..., ej
2piτk(P−1)
P
}
· S0, (10)
where τk is the amount of cyclic time shifts and S0 is the
base unshifted sequence with constant modulus. Note the
3Discrete Frequency
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Fig. 1. Pilot orthogonality via PSD alignment.
above designs have been exploited in the LTE UL [21]. Then
the matrix Θk,g becomes unitary and circulant with the first
column vector taking the following form:
Θk,g(:, 1)
T = [0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆τ
, 1, 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
P−∆τ−1
], (11)
where ∆τ := τg − τk refers to the amount of relative cyclic
shifts between the user-g and user-k. Accordingly, the diagonal
matrix Λ˜g := Θk,gΛgΘ†k,g is obtained by cyclicly shifting
the diagonals3 of Λg by an amount of ∆τ = τg − τk. From
Proposition 2, we can further have the following corollary:
Corollary 2.1: Under AS1∼3, as the length of the channel
observations: P goes large, with the FFT pilot sequences in
(10), the received UL pilots from user-k and user-g at the BS
become orthogonal when the following condition is met:
ΛkSτg−τk{Λg} = 0, (12)
where Sτ{·} stands for the operation of shifting the diagonal
elements of the argument cyclicly by the amount of τ .
The PSD of the sampled channel process {hk,m(n)} can
be obtained by computing the discrete-time Fourier transform
(DTFT) of the autocorrelation sequence rk(v), i.e. Sk(ξ) =∑∞
v=−∞ rk(v)e
−j2piξv
. As P becomes large, the P eigen-
values of Ck can be approximated as the uniformly spaced
samples of Sk(ξ): {Sk([p/P ](−1/2,1/2]) : p = 0, 1, ..., P − 1},
where [·](−1/2,1/2] refers to the modulo operation such that
the result lies in the interval (−1/2, 1/2]. Let fD,k denote
the maximum Doppler frequency of user-k. When the channel
process {hk,m(n)} is obtained by sampling the underlying
continuous-time fading channel at a sampling frequency of
fs, we know Sk(ξ) is band-limited within [−Fk, Fk] with
Fk := fD,k/fs representing the maximum discrete frequency
of the PSD Sk(ξ). In a nutshell, Corollary 2.1 informs us
that, in order to ensure orthogonal pilots between two users,
the amount of the relative cyclic shifts between the two users
should be judiciously chosen such that the supports of their
shifted PSDs are non-overlapping (see also Fig. 1). When all
the users share the same maximum discrete Doppler shift F ,
we can see up to 12F users can transmit orthogonal pilots
simultaneously and the relative cyclic shift values among users
are
{
k · 2FP, k = 0, 1, ..., 12F − 1
}
correspondingly.
In addition to being able to support multiple orthogonal
pilots in time-selective channels, the cyclic shifts in (10) can
also be flexibly chosen to dodge the pilot contamination from
other cells. For example, when we know there exists strong
3Positive value means cyclic shifts towards the bottom right.
interference over the frequency supports of user-1 and user-
2 in Fig. 1, we will choose the cyclic shifts such that the
shifted PSDs of the desired users are non-overlapping with
the interference. In Section V, we will simulate this situation
and verify the effectiveness of our designs.
IV. ORTHOGONAL PERFORMANCE WITH DOPPLER
In the case of multiple users, we can get the following result
characterizing the channel estimation MSE performance (see
detailed proof in Appendix A):
Proposition 3: When the pilot sequences are designed as in
(10), as P goes large, under AS1∼3, the MSE of each element
of hk,m can be approximated as follows:
lim
P→∞
MSEk = 1−
∫ 1
2
− 12
S2k(ξ)ρk
Sk(ξ)ρk +
∑K
g=1,g 6=k S˜g(ξ)ρg + σ
2
dξ,
(13)
where Sk(ξ) denotes the PSD of user-k, and S˜g(ξ) := Sg(ξ−
(τg − τk)/P ).
Assuming the Jakes’s fading model [24] (a.k.a. Clarke’s
model), the autocorrelation function: rk(v) can be expressed
as rk(v) = J0(2piFkv), where fD,k denotes the maximum
Doppler frequency of user-k, fs represents the channel sam-
pling frequency, Fk := fD,k/fs is the normalized Doppler
frequency, and J0(·) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the
first kind. When Fk ≤ 12 , the PSD of the discrete channel
process: {hk,m(n)} can be expressed as follows:
Sk(ξ) =
{
1
pi · 1√F 2
k
−ξ2 , ξ ∈ [−Fk, Fk]
0, ξ ∈ [− 12 ,−Fk] ∪ [Fk, 12 ].(14)
By combining (14) and (13), as the orthogonality conditions
in (5) or (12) are satisfied, the channel estimation MSE in (13)
can be approximated as follows:
lim
P→∞
MSEk =


1− 4
pi
√
1−α2 arctan
√
1−α
1+α , α < 1
1− 2
pi
√
α2−1 ln
∣∣∣α−1+√α2−1
α−1−√α2−1
∣∣∣ , α > 1
1− 2pi , α = 1(15)
where α := piFkσ2/ρk.
Let’s now consider the LTE numerology [21]. For a carrier
frequency of 2GHz, as the user’s moving speed is around
30km/h, we see the max Doppler shift is about fD = 55Hz.
Considering each OFDM symbol lasts Ts = 66.67µs, the
channel sampling frequency can be chosen as fs = 1/(3Ts) =
5kHz for OFDM. The maximum normalized Doppler shift is
then Fk = fD/fs = 0.011 ≪ 1. Thus, when the receiving
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the pilots is not too small, e.g.
> −10dB, we only need to consider the first case in (15). The
following corollary can be established from Proposition 3 (see
Appendix B for detailed proof):
Corollary 3.1: In a communication system with piFk ≪
ρk/σ
2
, under the classical Clarke’s fading, as the orthogonal-
ity conditions in (5) are satisfied and the length of the channel
observations: P goes large, under the assumptions AS1∼3, the
MSE of each element of hk,m can be approximated as follows:
lim
P→∞
MSEk =
2Fk
ρk/σ2
, (16)
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Fig. 2. Simulated TDD configuration.
and the following processing gain4 in dB scale can be
achieved:
lim
P→∞
Gk = 10 log10
(
1
2Fk
− 1
ρk/σ2
)
. (17)
V. SIMULATED PERFORMANCE
To verify our orthogonal designs for Doppler, we simulate a
TDD reciprocal massive MIMO system as configured in Fig.
2, where 8 users experience the Jakes’s flat-fading channels
with the same Doppler frequency fD = 10Hz and the channel
gains towards the serving BS. Inter-cell pilot contamination is
modelled as a stationary random process with uniform PSD
in the discrete frequency range: [−3/8,+3/8]. The following
system parameters are assumed during the simulations:
• OFDM symbol duration5 : Ts = 66.67µs; channel sam-
pling frequency: fs = 13Ts = 5kHz;
• Antenna array size at the BS: M = 128; different
antennas at the BS are assumed independent.
Fig. 3 compares the channel estimation MSE normalized
by the average channel power (nMSE) with different pilot
sequences designs. Fig. 4 depicts the achieved processing
gains of our scheme and the conventional ones. Clearly, our
proposed pilot designs exhibit significant improvement in both
MSE and processing gain with respect to the convention pilots.
In Fig. 5, we plot the sum downlink (DL) spectral efficiency
when the BS performs the matched-filter beamforming [1]
to the served users. Exploiting the TDD reciprocity, the DL
channel states are obtained from the estimated UL channels
with the previous UL pilots as illustrated in Fig. 2. We see
more accurate DL channel state information (CSI) at the BS
enabled by aligning the PSDs appropriately translates to higher
DL spectral efficiency in the presence of time-varying pilot
contamination.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a novel pilot design
principle in the case of Doppler fading. Through flexibly
aligning the PSDs, pilot decontamination can be achieved and
more users’ channels can be sounded simultaneously even with
high Doppler. Meanwhile, we have derived analytical formulae
characterizing the channel estimation MSE performance with
our proposed pilot designs. Numerical simulations corroborate
our designs and demonstrate that our proposed designs outper-
form the conventional designs significantly as the length of
the channel observations P goes large. In practice, to obtain
the autocorrelation matrix at the BS involves an overhead
4The processing gain here refers to the amount of SNR improvement during
the channel estimation relative to the observation SNR [18].
5Since all the simulations here are on a particular subcarrier, the exact
number of subcarriers within one OFDM symbol does not really matter.
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proportional to P 2, which would limit the maximum length
of the channel observations.
The proposed PSD aligning can serve as a new complemen-
tary design philosophy for the UL pilots to address the noto-
rious pilot contamination in massive MIMO. In particular, our
5proposed PSD aligning can be naturally combined with those
decontamination schemes exploiting the spatial separability to
handle the cases with overlapping AoAs.
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
When P goes to infinity, by approximating Rk (Rg) with
a circulant matrix Ck (Cg), we can rewrite (3) as
E[ǫǫ†] = Rk − ρkRk·
σ2I + ρkRk + K∑
g=1,g 6=k
ρgPk,gRgP
†
k,g

−1Rk
= F †
(
Λk − ρkΛk·
(
σ2I + ρkΛk +
K∑
g=1,g 6=k
ρgΘk,gΛgΘ
†
k,g
)−1
Λk
)
F
= F †
(
Λk − ρkΛk·
(
σ2I + ρkΛk +
K∑
g=1,g 6=k
ρgΛ˜g
)−1
Λk
)
F .
(18)
Following the results in [19], the MSE of each element of
hk,m can then be approximated as:
lim
P→∞
MSEk = lim
P→∞
1
P
Tr(E[ǫǫ†])
= lim
P→∞
1
P
Tr
(
F †
(
Λk − ρkΛk·
(
σ2I + ρkΛk +
K∑
g=1,g 6=k
ρgΛ˜g
)−1
Λk
)
F
)
= lim
P→∞
(
1−
P∑
p=1
λ2k,pρk
λk,pρk +
K∑
g=1,g 6=k
λ˜g,pρg + σ2
)
= 1−
∫ 1
2
− 12
S2k(ξ)ρk
Sk(ξ)ρk +
∑K
g=1,g 6=k S˜g(ξ)ρg + σ
2
dξ,
(19)
where λk,p is the p-th eigenvalue of Λk, Sk(ξ) denotes the
PSD of user-k, and S˜g(ξ) := Sg(ξ − (τg − τk)/P ).
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF COROLLARY 3.1
In a communication system with piFk ≪ ρk/σ2, we can
focus on the case with α≪ 1 in (15). Carrying out the Taylor
series expansion in the case with α≪ 1, we can obtain
lim
P→∞
MSEk =
2
pi
α− 1
2
α2 +
4
3pi
α3 + o(α3). (20)
Since α ≪ 1, the first-order term in (20) already provides a
close approximate. Thus we have the desired result as follows:
lim
P→∞
MSEk ≈ 2
pi
α =
2Fk
ρk/σ2
. (21)
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